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Introduction 1
In class subspace-based classification methods, a subspace is first learned 2 in the training phase for each class separately from its training data. Then in 3 apply the reduced singular value decomposition (SVD) to the column-centred training set X (c) :
where U q ∈ R n k ×q and V q ∈ R p×q are the two matrices containing left and 80 right singular vectors as columns, respectively, and D q ∈ R q×q is a diagonal 81 matrix with singular values {λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ q ≥ 0}. The parameter 82 q ≤ min(p, n k − 1) is the rank of X (c) .
83
In PCA, the rows of T q = U q D q ∈ R n k ×q are known as PC scores and 84 the columns of V q are known as PCs. Suppose the first r (r ≤ q) PCs are 85 selected to build the PC subspace for class k, then 86
where T r ∈ R n k ×r ; V r ∈ R p×r ; and E ∈ R n k ×p is the training residual matrix 87 of class k. 
where DoF k,0 = (q − r)(n k − r − 1), e lj is the (l, j)-entry of residual matrix 90 E representing the residual of the lth instance for the jth variable, and t li is 91 the (l, i)-entry of score matrix T q representing the score of the lth instance 92 for the ith PC.
93
The OD from the lth training instance to the subspace of class k, v k,l , is 94 originally defined as p j=1 (e lj ) 2 . Thus n k l=1 v k,l is proportional to (s k,0 ) 2 , 95 n k l=1 v k,l = (s k,0 ) 2 (q − r)(n k − r − 1).
In [9] , it follows from (3) that n k l=1 v k,l can be calculated as . 100 Then projecting x k,new (c) to the PC subspace of class k with the selected r PCs, 101 we can obtain 102
x k,new 
where 
In [9] , it follows from (7) that v k,new can be written as
To determine the class of x new , the residual standard deviation s k,new . The F -test statistic used in [9] to determine whether 116 the two residual variances are significantly different is expressed as
3. Discussion of v k,l and v k,new
118
The calculations for v k,0 and v k,new in [9] use formulae (5) and (9), respec-119 tively. We shall show that, while formula (5) is correct for both the cases of 120 n k > p and n k ≤ p, formula (9) is only valid when n k > p.
The OD v k,l is originally defined on the basis of the residual matrix E.
123
The calculation of v k,l in (5), which was defined in [9] , is on the basis of the PC score matrix T r . This is due to the relationship that
This relationship is true for both the cases of n k > p and n k ≤ p, as we shall 126 show in the following two subsections, respectively. When n k > p, we have q = p (assume that no feature is a linear com-129 bination of others), and thus V q ∈ R p×p is a square matrix. It follows that
where || · || 2 denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector, and t l q and t l r are the 132 lth row of T q and T r , respectively. Therefore (11) and thus (5) are correct 133 when n k > p.
Suppose we apply the full SVD to X (c) :
138
where U n k ∈ R n k ×n k and V p ∈ R p×p denote the two matrices containing n k 139 left and p right singular vectors as columns, respectively, andD p ∈ R n k ×p 140 is a matrix with singular values {λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n k −1 ≥ λ n k = 0} on the 141 main diagonal.
142
To make the explanation more clear, we expandD p ∈ R n k ×p to a square 143 matrix D p ∈ R p×p by adding zeros because the singular values associated 144 with the last (p − q) PCs are zeros when n k ≤ p. Matrix U n k ∈ R n k ×n k is 145 also expanded to U p ∈ R n k ×p using (p − n k ) unit-length column vectors that 146 are randomly calculated to be orthogonal to the previous column vectors. 147 Thus we have 148
where U p ∈ R n k ×p and V p ∈ R p×p denote the matrices containing p left and 149 p right singular vectors, respectively, and D p ∈ R p×p is a diagonal matrix 150 with singular values {λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ q ≥ λ q+1 = · · · = λ p = 0}. Since
152 Let T p = U p D p ∈ R n k ×p denote the PC scores. Let t li denote the (l, i)-153 entry of score matrix T p representing the score of the lth instance for the ith 154 PC.
Let m l denote the residual from using the first q PCs to reconstruct x l (c) :
We calculate the sum of squares of the residuals in m l for the l-th instance:
The sum of ||m l || 2 2 for all n k training instances is
The second equation in (16) can be shown as follows.
the ith columns of U p and T p , respectively.
160
Since the last (p − q) singular values are zeros, n k l=1 ||m l || 2 2 = 0. Because 161 each term in the sum n k l=1 ||m l || 2 2 is nonnegative, ||m l || 2 2 = 0 for all l (l = 162 1, . . . , n k ). Thus we have
PCs can perfectly reconstruct the training instances in class k. Using the 164 same proof as in (12), we can show that (11) and thus (5) are also true for 165 n k ≤ p.
166
Therefore, v k,l can be correctly calculated by using (5) for both the cases 167 of n k > p and n k ≤ p. the new sample. We shall show that the formula (9) is valid when n k > p 172 but not valid when n k ≤ p, in the following two subsections, respectively.
When n k > p, we have q = p, and thus V q ∈ R p×p is a square matrix. As
Using a proof similar to (12) by replacing
, we can readily 177 show that (17) and thus (9) are correct for n k > p. When n k ≤ p, we have q = rank(X (c) ) < p, and thus V q ∈ R p×q is not
Let m k,new denote the residual from using the q PC vectors to reconstruct
We calculate the sum of squares of the residuals in m k,new :
where || · || 2 denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector.
182
However, unlike the case for the training data, Hence, if we rewrite
we have
Comparing (21) with (17) 
214
Since OD k is the only term that is different between SIMCA and SIMCA-215 D, the value of the second term in (22) does not affect the difference between 216 SIMCA and SIMCA-D. We force the value of the second term in (22) 
where n t k denotes the the number of wrongly assigned test samples in class 225 k and N t denotes the total number of test samples. Simulated datasets are generated by following the experiments in [18] .
229
Assume that a sample vector x is the sum of two independent normal random 230 components:
where 232 δ ∼ N (µ, Σ) and ∼ N (0, σ 2 I) .
Based on the above assumption, the samples of the two classes are drawn 233 from N (µ 1 , Σ 1 + σ 2 1 I) and N (µ 2 , Σ 2 + σ 2 2 I), respectively. Table 1 .
239
For each simulation setting, we generate 20 datasets with different n k /p 240 ratios to explore the difference between SIMCA and SIMCA-D with respect Among these settings, n k /p = 1.5 (i.e. p = 17) indicates a low-dimensional 248 dataset while other ratios indicate high-dimensional datasets.
249
It is clear in Table 1 that the only difference between simulation A and 250 simulation B is the values of Σ 1 and Σ 2 , which determines the importance Here we show an example to demonstrate the above argument. Two 269 datasets with p = 1250 are generated. Applying PCA separately to the two 270 classes of each dataset, we obtain the PCs for each class. We record the In simulation A, the absolute loadings of the first PC are close to one while 276 those of other PCs are close to zeros, which indicates that the discriminative 277 information between the two classes is concentrated on the the first PC.
278
Since the first PC is definitely used to build the class subspace, We repeat this procedure 100 times and perform the two methods, SIMCA 310 and SIMCA-D, on each training-test split.
311
In both methods, the number of PCs are chosen using the criterion that 312 the variance explained is more than 85% for all classes. Thus the numbers 313 of PCs, r, are the same for the two methods. (c) SIMCA. p = 1250, n k p = 0.02. (d) SIMCA-D. p = 1250, n k p = 0.02. Group 1 is smaller than that to Group 2; in the lower triangular part, it is 351 the other way around.
352
Since SIMCA and SIMCA-D have the same q and r, the Coomans' plots 353 reflect the difference between the ODs of these two methods.
354
When n k /p = 1.5 (i.e. low-dimensional), the Coomans' plots of the two 355 methods are the same. When n k /p = 0.02 (i.e. high-dimensional), the Coomans' 356 plots of the two methods are different. We observe large differences between 357 the values of ODs in Figure 3c and Figure 3d , which indicates that the value 
